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Synopsis

Guess Who's Coming to Church? Gus and Gladys Glum are the couple you love to hate. But watch out because you’ll find a special place in your heart for these two. Dan and Jan got lost somewhere in the eighties. Their wardrobes, hairstyles, and mannerisms are just as mystifying as their theology. Bridget and Brandon are the over-the-top talk show hosts who have a difficult time deciding what they’re more excited about—the guests on their show or their own close-ups! Rachel and Roger are larger than life. But despite their best intentions, everything they touch turns into disaster. Will they ever understand grace? Cecil and Penelope live in the city park. Though slightly mentally disabled, their childlike faith is infectious. No one who encounters these sweet, giving characters leaves unchanged.

Fall in love with these new church members through 24 touching and funny scripts. These characters will change your congregation forever. Each script contains dramatic cautions and cues to make production less stressful and your characters more memorable. Compelling drama for your church. Less stress for you.
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Customer Reviews

I love Paul Joyner’s Life Scripts books of skits. There are 4 books in this set (Holiday, Characters and 2 others). Some of these skits have been presented on David Jeremiah’s televised church services. If you are looking for church skits—then these will help you.

Love the scripts, to the point and humorous.
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